Acquiring and retaining

your strongest asset:
H U MA N C A P I TA L

www.aurea-consult.com

TRUST

PROFESSIONALISM

INTEGRITY

AUREA CONSULT

Trust,
Professionalism,
Integrity

ASSURING YOUR DEVELOPMENTS IN A FAST CHANGING WORLD

Aurea Consult is a leading Bulgarian Executive
Search ﬁrm, committed to excellence and high
professional and ethical standards.
We offer the highest level of service and thanks to our
quality approach and integrity, we enjoy a lasting
relationship with both our clients and candidates.
We beneﬁt from a deep cross-country candidate
network and we provide our clients with throughout
guidance on economic and cultural issues across a
changing and complex market.
Aurea Consult combines e distinct level of research
expertise with a very personalized service and agility
in solution ﬁnding and problem solving in the most
challenging search campaigns.
As a highly specialized boutique Executive Search
ﬁrm, we have real depth of expertise in all sectors and
functions on the market. We have a proven track
record of working with a very diverse portfolio of
client businesses, ranging from large multinationals
to start-ups and micro businesses.
We offer personalized approach and tailor made
solutions, and all our clients are equally important to
us.

To achieve exceptional results and assure long-term
success in a rapidly changing global environment,
companies need to attract, develop and retain the
best leaders. We help them excel with our:
Quality
Our clients receive a very personalized and professional
service, thanks to our expertise and extensive up-to-date
market information, and our knowledge of the
competitive environment the organization operates in.
Full conﬁdentiality towards the client and the candidates
Our team is highly experienced in conducting discreet
searches in highly sensitive situations and we also
understand that treating candidates professionally
throughout the process is critical.
Honesty
Filling a key executive position with the highest quality
candidate is of critical importance and errors are costly.
Therefore we only accept assignments which we believe
we can complete.
We never undertake an identical assignment with another
client and never present the same candidates
simultaneously.
Off-limits policy
We have a clear and strict off-limits policy. Aurea Consult
does not, for a period of at least 2 years following the last
completed assignment, recruit individuals out of a client
company where we have previously placed a candidate.
Guarantee
Our clients are served on a highly personal and
professional basis. Should the placed candidate leave
within the period ﬁxed in our agreement, Aurea Consult
will undertake a replacement search at no additional
cost.

AUREA CONSULT

THE ART OF RECRUITMENT

We offer deep knowledge of
The market, sectors, proﬁles and best-in-class companies and people
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Keeping in mind the nuances of our particular market, we
combine local knowledge with global perspective.
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Aurea Consult supports clients in each signiﬁcant
business sector located in all regions of the country,
ranging from smaller enterprises in niche markets to
major multinationals.
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Key Managers and Experts / Rare Specialists /
Future Top Managers
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We identify and attract best-in-class talent on top and
middle management level, through the same quality,
direct search-only approach for our clients across all
industries.
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Our dedicated team ensures the best employer branding
impact and helps our clients attract the best available
leaders and managers, and gain an advantageous
position in a competitive and challenging marketplace.
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The Client’s organization and positioning
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Hiring top talent requires objectivity, good instincts,
a well-structured process, consistency and
experienced interviewers.
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Assuring our
clients’ success

ACROSS ALL INDUSTRIES

DELIVERING IMPECCABLE RESULTS

The right leaders,
when and where
you need them

FOLLOWING A PROVEN PROCESS

Every business strategy demands a talent strategy.

Week 1

Our team of experienced executive search professionals
understand the trends, issues and people that drive the
sector, and consistently place the best executives on the
market.

Organization & Position Assessment

Strategy & Search Plan development

Business needs deﬁnition & Search context deﬁnition

Client approval on all speciﬁcations and strategy

Speciﬁcation development – Role and candidate
proﬁle description

Search Launch: long list of up to 50 qualiﬁed
professionals

We have the necessary assessment tools and the skills to
gather the data needed to make the best hire and we
follow a structured process that has stood the test of
time.

Weeks 2–3

Planning and Initiation

Candidates Identiﬁcation & Assessment

Direct search – Contact Sources & Potential Candidates: Database search, Recommendations,
Internet and other candidate sources, internal candidates assessment
Screen Candidates – Interviews & Preliminary References
Competency assessment
Progress report

Weeks 3–5

Shortlist Completion

Heavy Recruiting & Interviewing
Shortlist of 3 to 5 candidates presentation: detailed assessment reports & detailed referencing
Review Progress

Weeks 6–7

Candidates Selection

Client Interviews & Debrieﬁng
Backup Candidates interviewing if needed
Offer Negotiations & Candidate Counseling

Weeks 7 on

Follow Up

Follow up Consultations
Continuing obligations

AUREA CONSULT

YOUR RELIABLE BUSINESS PARTNER IN BULGARIA

A highly
professional and
customized
service

Our strong knowledge of the market, deep
candidate network and professionalism are the
base of our lasting client relationships, built on a
long record of impeccable results.
Our team is a group of skilled and experienced executive
search professionals, backed up by strong research
capabilities. Most of them have worked in and with the
world’s leading companies and are well positioned to
support our clients.
In the past years the Aurea Consult’s team was pleased to
service some of the top players on the Bulgarian market.
Our practice has deep expertise and ensures our clients
have candidates that meet their speciﬁc needs and ﬁt
their culture.

AUREA CONSULT LTD
+359 885 478 386
info@aurea-consult.com
11-13 Yunak Str | Floor 1
1612 Soﬁa | Bulgaria
www.aurea-consult.com
Soﬁa

AUREA CONSULT

COMBINING INTERNATIONAL EXPERTISE AND
IN-DEPTH KNOWLEDGE OF THE MARKET

Our Management

Dobrinka Kotova is the Founder and Managing Director of
Aurea Consult. She worked for more than 18 years for
leading international organizations.
Prior to establishing Aurea Consult, Dobrinka started her
career in Tourism and Hospitality, as Sales and Marketing
Manager for several leading international companies
such as Sixt, Hilton and Kempinski Hotel chains.

Dobrinka Kotova
Founder &
Managing Director

For a number of years she was also responsible for the
market research, business advisory, investment support,
and overall market penetration activities for Korean
companies in Bulgaria, being in charge of the Marketing
and Business Development Section of the Korea
Trade-Investment
Promotion
Agency/Commercial
Section of the Korean Embassy in Soﬁa.
In 2008 Dobrinka joined the Management Consulting
industry as Executive Search Consultant for Alexander
Hughes Bulgaria and has successfully conducted a large
number of assignments across multiple industries in
Bulgaria and in the Balkan region, both on top
management and rare specialists levels. In parallel, she
was in charge of Managers by Alexander Hughes – the
middle management brand of the company in Bulgaria.
She has also participated to different projects of the
Group in Eastern Europe.
She created Aurea Consult in March 2012.
Dobrinka holds a Bachelor’s degree in Japanese Philology
and an MBA from the University of Nantes, France.
In addition to her native Bulgarian, she speaks English,
French and Italian fluently.

